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Spinner Parrot()
 
Born I days ago
In sleet and strobe
Though then a gust
On me but no dust.
Methinks I the last
In squad came i late
I born of being bard.
Drool my pen in light and dack.
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Adieu
 
Adieu!
The faded night.
Good night
then the moon.
Again anon
then to see
the twinkled star.
In the midst
of another night.
 
Hurray! Hurray!
Now anew
a new day
though gone few beings
with previous night.
And anon
then to see each other.
But in the heaven
prophesized to come.
 
 
Spinner Parrot
Good morining
only to whom deserves.
 
Spinner Parrot
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Epitaph Or Photograph?
 
When gaged I by death.
And gone through i threat.
Let beneath this grime.
This epitaph as alarm:
 
'Always keep shadows talen.
Only fades as it relent.
Dares it to sit mute.
And fades till the minute.
 
Reveal the world the revealed!
Poems composed I to heal.
Ones in line with virtues.
Attested to be by issues.
 
Anon to come demise
But clouding now semis.
To be what your epitaph?
Methinks only photograph? '
 
Spinner Parrot
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I Prefer!
 
mind i not tonight.
looming artivice of night.
though my birth I glad.
death day of i dont sad.
demise prefered i then.
to elude life like den.
 
Spinner Parrot
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Poetic Sleep
 
Might had a bard a siester
In poise might be his pen
Fears but not of sinister
The But trend beyond his ken
 
Might rest his flesh at shore
And snooze the eyes at bay
Might eyes by tears be mentored
To but wet his hay
 
Set bard eyes at horizon
In slumber, poetic sleep
All to speak thought in Unison
The pen, the ink all to sleek
 
Morn bard not in slumber
Nor nab the looting tears
Even if croons the thunder
Promised i anon message in pairs
 
Spinner Parrot
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The Perfect, The Imperfect
 
When worsen the worse
And dust welcomes the gust.
Let dares not human plead.
This earth torment to flee.
 
 
Sneezes gust accross the shore.
Along bay gout blood.
In midst not us boats to sink.
Despite the bloody sin.
 
 
Equity in human dwell.
Pity not so the fell.
Bestowed us methinks mercy.
marred but by heresy.
 
 
Call I on this nation.
To back sinful station.
Anon to come fright.
If on persist the night (dackness)
 
Spinner Parrot
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